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The state of the art in speaker recognition describes a probabilistic model (Gaussian Mixture Models) of
the speakers. These models describe the acoustic parameter space. Those acoustic parameters are created
from the raw speech data. We explored a new technique consisting in selecting only a few numbers of
the model parameters in order to discriminate the speakers in this new computation space. Two different
approaches based on the most frequently recognized acoustic events in the GMMs will be presented.
A speaker recognition system usually translates an input, consisting in speaker models and tests, into
test scores. Multiple techniques of speaker recognition exist and are based on multiple criteria. Hence
one might want to merge the result of two or more different systems in order to provide a global system
behaving in a more efﬁcient way. An implementation of the different methods will be presented for the
purpose of obtaining an optimal merge. Then the selection of acoustic events will be fusioned in order to
conclude on its reliability.
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Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
Speaker Recognition is a research topic involving many laboratories all over the world. Nowa-
days the state of art provides a basis that is already available for commercial use, but since
the optimal effectiveness of these methods is not yet attained, speaker veriﬁcation systems are
seldom used alone. Hence, the motivation of the research in speaker recognition is to increase
the performance of systems. By increasing the performance, we mean doing reliable and accu-
rate decisions. In this mind, the LRDE takes part in the annual (American) National Institute
of Standards and Technology Speaker Recognition Evaluation (NIST:SRE) campaign, which al-
lows our recognition systems to compete with the rest of the speaker recognition systems of
the world. Since the global idea is to increase the performance of systems on different tasks, it
incrementally promotes the improvement of different parts of the speaker recognition systems.
The ﬁeld of this report will be the classiﬁcation of the speakers, considering that all the required
speech treatments have been done. In order to provide a classiﬁcation decision, the classiﬁca-
tion systems are able to choose the form with which the data should be processed. This report
will be divided into three main parts.
The ﬁrst part of this report will present the principle of a method allowing the selection of
acoustic events. This chapter will be constituted of the general principle used for selection, and
two application principles for the speaker veriﬁcation task. Those applications are the process
of ﬁltering the selected events and characterizing with the selected events.
The second part will then present different methods for the fusion of multiple speaker recog-
nition systems in the score space. For this part of the report, the hypothesis is that multiple
systems exist, based on different criteria for discrimination. Hence, the systems are supposed
to fail different tests, and the fusion of systems is presented as a way to overcome this obstacle.
In this chapter, mean squared error minimization, logistic regression, support vector machine
regression, support machine classiﬁcation and multi-layer perceptrons will be presented as fu-
sion systems.
Then, as a last part, the results of the experimentations which have been done for this re-
port will be presented. This chapter will present for each method of acoustic event selection,
the ﬁltering and the characterization of the results and explain the conclusions made on these
experiments. Next, the results of the fusion systems will be presented for which an implemen-
tation was done. Finally, the fusion will be applied to one of the systems based on the selection
of acoustic events in order to state if this classiﬁcation technique provides information suitable
for fusion.7 Introduction
Figure 1.1: Two phase speaker recognition system
Acknowledgments: Thanks to Charles Alban Deledalle for his help which allowed me to ﬁn-
ish properly this report.
1.2 Prerequisites
This section will introduce concepts useful for the full comprehension of this document. First,
an explanation of the general layout of a speaker recognition system will be presented. Then
some developments will be done on the subject of cepstral coefﬁcients. And, as a last point
of this section, the Gaussian mixture models will be presented. The topics of this chapter are
developed widely by Huang and Hon (2001).
1.2.1 Speaker recognition system
A speaker recognition system is built to fulﬁll the following task: Given an identity C and a
speech segment X it produces a score that represents the likelihood of the identity C for the
segment X.
As a machine learning process, speaker recognition systems work with two different phases
as shown in ﬁgure 1.1.
1: The ﬁrst phase is a learning phase, typically, the system has to learn a set of identities C.
This phase can be more complex, as some systems might work learning impostor data to in-
crease accuracy. Both sets constitute inputs with an associated output: positive if the input data
belongs to the trained identity, and negative if it belongs to the impostors.
2: The second phase is the test phase: this is the place where the ﬁnal work is done. For a
particular identity (or client) C and a test segment X the system computes a score. For testing
purpose, there is usually more than one client and one test segment. In fact, for the NIST:SRE
campaigns, the number of (test, client) couples to compute is more than ﬁfty thousand couples.
Then, in order to produce a binary answer to the question “is this speech pronounced by the
announced speaker?”, the computed score is compared to a threshold θ. For a score s a decision
is positive if s > θ, or negative if s ≤ θ.
1.2.2 Cepstral coefﬁcients extraction
In speaker recognition evaluation, we have to process the raw speech signal into a suitable form
for manipulation. The speech signal is processed trough the following chain in order to build1.2 Prerequisites 8
Figure 1.2: Speech parameterization representation
vectors, these vectors are called cepstral vectors. This step is also called speech parameteriza-
tion.
Figure 1.2 shows the parameterization process applied on the raw input speech data. The
ﬁrst step of this process is a pre-emphasis whose goal is to enhance the high frequencies that
are usually lower. Then, a windowing process is done, in order to process the signal in discrete
time. This windowing has an overlapping windows of 20 ms length and a 10 ms window slide.
The next step is producing the spectral coefﬁcients, using a Fast Fourier Transform. At this
point of the process, each window becomes a spectral vector. In order to smooth the spectrum,
a ﬁlterbank is used. A ﬁlterbank is series of bandpass frequency ﬁlters. Then, the logarithm
of the spectral vectors is extracted and we multiply each coefﬁcient by 20 in order to produce
coefﬁcients expressed in dB. Then, the last transformation is a Discrete cosine transform, this
step produces the cepstral vectors.
In ﬁne, the speech parameterization step converted the raw speech data into a sequence of
cepstral vectors.
1.2.3 Gaussian Mixture models
In statistical modeling, the test between two hypotheses can be expressed as a ratio of the like-
lihood of those hypotheses given a sample. In order to produce this likelihood, an usual model
for speakers is a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Using the previously introduced cepstral
vectors as samples, we might deﬁne:
A GMM of N Gaussians, in dimension d is deﬁned by the following vector:
((γi,µi,Σi))i∈[1..N]
• µi is the mean of the ith normal distribution.
• Σi is the covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian.
• γi represents the weight of the ith Gaussian.
Theses models can be learned using the Expectation Maximization algorithm proposed by
Dempster et al. (1977).
The likelihood L(gi|x) for a vector x is given by:
L(gi|x) = p(x|gi) = N(x,µi,Σi) =
1
(2π)
d
2det(Σi)
1
2
e− 1
2(x−µi)Σ
−1
i (x−µi)
AparticularGaussianmodelisbuiltuponawidesetoftrainingdatatorepresentanyspeaker.
“Any speaker” representing the mean speaker of the population. This model is called World
Model (WM) or Universal Background Model (UBM).9 Introduction
1.2.4 Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation
The construction of a GMM requires a lot of data and a lot of time for an accurate model. To
model a particular client, we are only able to train on a small segment of speech. The length of
that chunk is usually insufﬁcient to learn with accuracy the underlying distribution of cepstral
vectors. In order to train the model properly, the client model is not created from nothing but
is ’adapted’ from the world model. A method used for this adaptation is the Maximum A
Posteriori adaptation. The meaning of that step, is that a particular speaker, before learning,
has the same characteristics as the World Model. Then the data of the speaker is used to learn
a new model, and the resulting client model means are calculated iteratively by, at the iteration
k:
µk
iclient = αk × µiobserved + (1 − αk) × µ
k−1
iclient
where µ0
iclient = µiworld and αk depends of τ a relevance factor
For this adaptation, only the mean vectors are adapted, since Reynolds and Rose (1995) have
shown that the Gaussian weights and covariance matrices do not provide signiﬁcant additional
information.Chapter 2
Selection of acoustic events
The state of the art explains a way to model a speaker with Gaussian mixture models. From
these models, this chapter will introduce two different ways to compute decision scores. A
model represents a set of acoustic events for a speaker, by representing phonemes. This rep-
resentation is built to model the characteristics of all the speakers in a given population, for
example: human speakers. But in these models, representing a lot of information, we might
want to use only a part of this information in order to compute a decision. Moreover we know
by construction that part of the information was learned from the same source for all different
speakers. Bearing that in mind, the selection of the information is seen as a way to either lower
the dimensionality of the problem or to increase the performance in classiﬁcation by masking
information that is not relevant. In a ﬁrst part, the general principle of acoustic event selection
will be presented, and then, as a second and a third part, the selected acoustic events will be
used as ﬁlters and to characterize data for classiﬁcation.
2.1 General principle
The goal of acoustic event selection, is to collect information about how a given Gaussian mix-
ture model represents a set of data, i.e. which Gaussians of this model activate the most often
on this set of data. Furthermore, a ranking of the Gaussians is extracted.
The method works on a previously calculated Gaussian mixture model G and a data set D.
The selection process has two levels:
• Gaussian activation calculation
• Gaussian activation frequency collection
Gaussian activation
The activation notion we will use for the Gaussians will not be a simple constant threshold on
the likelihood. A simple explanation is that a constant threshold does not use the dependence
information provided by the activation of multiple Gaussians in the GMM.
The activation Ax is deﬁned by: Let K ∈ [1..N]
∀x ∈ D, ∀g ∈ G, (g ∈ Ax ⇐⇒ |{g0 ∈ G|g 6= g0,p(x|g) < p(x|g0)}| < K)
where N is the number of Gaussians of the model11 Selection of acoustic events
Meaning: given a number of Gaussian K and a vector x, a Gaussian is activated if it belongs
to the top K likelihood of the Gaussians for the vector.
Gaussian activation frequency
Given a set of data, the activation frequency is calculated by applying the following algorithm:
• ACTIVATEDSETGIVEN is the algorithm computing the activated Gaussians given an inte-
ger K, a vector x and a set of Gaussians G
• SORT a numerical sort function
• HEAD an array ﬁltering method, returning the M ﬁrst elements
Algorithm 1 BEST(G,X,K,M)
Require: A set of data X, A vector of Gaussians G, (K,M) two integers.
Ensure: The set of the most frequently activated Gaussians in G
1: for all x ∈ X do
2: for all g ∈ ACTIVATEDSETGIVEN(K,x,G) do
3: ActivationCounter[g] += 1
4: end for
5: end for
6: return HEAD(M,SORT(ActivationCounter))
This BEST algorithm allows to compute the most frequently activated Gaussians on a set
of data. This information will now be used to discriminate the speakers with two different
methods:
• Filter application.
• Characterization.
2.2 Filtering
The main idea of the ﬁlter method is to compute the set of important acoustic events for a
speaker identity, and use that information to perform speaker recognition. This set of events, is
represented by the set of Gaussians in the Gaussian mixture model.
The classiﬁcation process is using a support vector machine classiﬁer in order to discriminate
the speakers in the model means space. For the classiﬁcation task, we also have a set of test
models built using the test data and a set of impostor models built on the impostor data.
Training the separator: The ﬁlter is applied to the client model means and to the impostors
model means. Then the client ﬁltered set of means, and the impostor ﬁltered sets of means are
spliced into supervectors. A supervector, on a set of vector (each mean is already a vector), is
the concatenated vector of that set.
Then those supervectors as positive and negative examples are used to train a SVM classiﬁer
that will know how to recognize the speaker in a reduced model space.2.3 Characterization 12
Using the separator: That ﬁlter is also used on the test model in order to map this model in
the same space. This input is used to compute a classiﬁcation score using the trained separator.
This method can be compared to the classic use of support vector machines for this classiﬁ-
cation task. In that idea, the client model means supervector is used as a positive example and
the impostor models’ means supervectors are used as negative examples for training. Then all
the test model means are used as a single vector to compute a decision score.
Algorithm 2 FILTERANDCOMPUTE(G,I,T ,K,M)
Require: A set of clients G, a set of impostors I, a set of test segments T , (K,M) two integers.
Ensure: an associative array, (T,G) => s s a score
1: Result := ∅
2: for all G ∈ G do
3: Idxfiltered := BEST(WM,EXTRACTDATA(G),K,M)
4: Gfiltered := (Gi)i∈Idxfiltered
5: Ifiltered := {(Ik)k∈Idxfiltered|I ∈ I}
6: M := TRAINMODEL({Gfiltered},Ifiltered)
7: for all T ∈ AGAINST(G,T ) do
8: Tfiltered = (Ti)i∈Idxfiltered
9: score := COMPUTESCORE(M,T)
10: Result := Result ∪ {(T,C,score)}
11: end for
12: end for
13: return Result
Process:
• BEST algorithm: returns the signiﬁcant Gaussian indices given a set of data.
• EXTRACTDATA(Model): returns the data associated to a model.
• AGAINST(Model,T estSet): returns the set of tests that should be tested against the given
Model.
• TRAINMODEL(PositiveSet,NegativeSet): trains a model on the two set of examples.
• COMPUTESCORE(M,T): computes a classiﬁcation score for the data T given a model M
This algorithm allows to select the information used against this particular identity for the
classiﬁcation task by computing the most frequently activated Gaussians on the training seg-
ment of a speaker.
2.3 Characterization
With the ﬁrst approach, the information extracted from the selection of acoustic events was
used as a ﬁlter. By construction, this information is the characteristic information of a given set
of data. Knowing that, the starting point of the second approach is the same as previously, we
dispose of:13 Selection of acoustic events
• A world model WM.
• A set of client models C and the associated learning data.
• A set of test models T and the associated learning data.
• A set of impostor models I and the associated learning data.
The decision scores will be processed as follows: in a ﬁrst step we will generate a classiﬁer for
each client model, and then, we will use the test models to compute decision score. The point
where we will differ from the previous method is that we will not discriminate in the model
means’ space, but in the characteristic model means’ space. The elements of this space are the
means of the characteristic Gaussians.
In order to do that classiﬁcation, for each client, test or impostor model, the set of character-
istic acoustic events is computed. These sets are then used in the classiﬁcation task as follows:
given a client model, we train a svm classiﬁer using each characteristic Gaussian’s mean vec-
tor as a positive example, and each characteristic Gaussian’s mean vector of each impostor as
a negative example. So, the training is done with M positive examples, and M × n negative
examples if M is the number of characteristic acoustic events we selected and n the number
of impostors. Then, the decision score is computed using each characteristic Gaussian mean
vector of the test model. In fact M classiﬁcations are done, producing M decision scores which
are merged in a single score by keeping the mean score.
Algorithm 3 CHARACTERIZEANDCOMPUTE(C,I,T ,WM,K,M)
Require: A set of clients C, a set of impostors I, a set of test segments T , (K,M) two integers.
Ensure: A set or tuples: test, model and score
1: Result := ∅
2: Ccharac := EXTRACTCHARACTERISTICEVENTS(C,WM,K,M)
3: Icharac := EXTRACTCHARACTERISTICEVENTS(I,WM,K,M)
4: T charac := EXTRACTCHARACTERISTICEVENTS(T ,WM,K,M)
5: for all C ∈ Ccharac do
6: M := TRAINMODEL({C},Icharac)
7: for all T ∈ AGAINST(Ccharac,T charac) do
8: score := COMPUTESCORE(M,T)
9: Result := Result ∪ {(T,C,score)}
10: end for
11: end for
12: return Result
This CHARACTERIZEANDCOMPUTE algorithm has been written using the following factor-
ization: the EXTRACTCHARACTERISTICEVENTS function is deﬁned in order to compute the
characteristic events of each element of a set of data segments.
In this section, two methods based on the selection of acoustic events were presented: ﬁlter-
ing and characterization in the model space. Those two approaches, initiated by Reda Dehak,
were implemented by Charles-Alban Deledalle and I. The implementation and results will be
presented in the last chapter of this report.2.3 Characterization 14
Algorithm 4 EXTRACTCHARACTERISTICEVENTS(M,WM,K,M)
Require: A set of Gaussian mixture models M, a world model WM, two integers (K,M)
Ensure: The corresponding set of GMMs ﬁltered leaving only the characteristic events for the
learning data.
1: result := ∅
2: for all M ∈ M do
3: Idxfiltered := BEST(WM,EXTRACTDATA(M),K,M)
4: Mfiltered := (Mi)i∈Idxfiltered
5: result := result ∪ Mfiltered
6: end for
7: return resultChapter 3
Score Fusion
In the previous chapter two derived approaches were described for a speaker recognition sys-
tem. The LRDE had already three different working systems, with those approaches, we have
a solid base to try fusion. The main goal of score fusion is to allow different systems to merge
their scores in order to increase the overall accuracy. The subject of the ﬁrst part will explain
what is score fusion and how it can be done. Then, in a second part, multiple methods that can
be used to achieve fusion will be presented.
3.1 Deﬁnition of the score fusion
The general layout of a Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) system has been described, we
can now deﬁne what is the fusion of systems in the score space.
The goal is to build a single SRE system on the top of a set of systems (ﬁgure 3.1). The fused
system should take advantage of each fused system. So the worst case of fusion should be the
fusion of redundant systems where the resulting system is as bad as the best input system.
This problem is solved using the same two phase process:
• Supervised training.
• Unknown data evaluation.
So, given a ﬁnite set of systems S = (Si)i∈[1..n] the goal is to approximate a function F that
calculates the resulting score given n input scores.
Figure 3.1: Fusion system representation: evaluation phase3.2 Methods for score fusion 16
1: The supervised training phase is done with a set of realization of the set of tests, coupled
with the resulting scores of the n systems. The goal of the this training phase is to produce the
approximation of the function F.
2: The evaluation phase is done by computing the scores for each systems and then calculating
the images by F.
3.2 Methods for score fusion
In this section, ﬁve methods for the approximation of the F fusion function will be presented. In
order to achieve that goal, the two ﬁrst method will treat the problem as a linear approximation
problem. Then, the remaining methods will allow the system to represent a wider number of
function, modeling non linear functions.
3.2.1 Mean squared error minimization
In this section, I will present the minimization of the mean squared error. The mean squared
error is an indicator of the accuracy of an estimator, the F function.
The mean squared error of F, on a set of scores, and an ideal estimator s is deﬁned as:
MSE(F) =
1
|Scores|
X
s∈Scores
(F(s) − s)2
In order to achieve the minimization goal, a fundamental supposition is done: the F function
is supposed linear.
i.e. ∃α = (αi)i∈[0..n] ∈ Rn+1 , F(s) = α0 +
n X
i=0
αi × si
The minimization problem can be formulated as follows:
αmin = argmin
α∈Rn+1
 
1
|Scores|
X
s∈Scores
(Fα(s) − s)2
!
But in fact, the function we try to estimate is ideally binary, and tests are subject to an occur-
rence probability. So the minimized function is, considering that Target and NonTarget are two
disjoint subsets of the Scores set, and P the prior probability of having a target test:
i.e. αmin = argmin
α∈Rn+1
 
P
|Tar|
X
s∈Tar
(Fα(s) − s)2 +
1 − P
|NonTar|
X
s∈NonTar
(Fα(s) − s)2
!
Depending on the optimization algorithm used to ﬁnd αmin, local minimums might be found
since the minimized function is not convex.
Once αmin is computed, Fαmin is used as an approximation of F17 Score Fusion
3.2.2 Logistic regression
The mean squared error minimization presented in the previous section has two known limita-
tions:
• This problem is solved easily only for a linear function F
• The presence of local minima can lower the accuracy of the system.
The second limit is the one logistic regression tries to overcome. The F function is still sup-
posed linear and the main difference is the criterion for minimization. This criterion is no longer
the mean squared error, but a logistical cost function:
C(α) =
P
|Tar|
X
s∈Tar
log

1 + e−Fα(s) − logit(P)

+
1 − P
|NonTar|
X
s∈NonTar
log

1 + eFαs + logit(P)

where logit(P) = log

P
1−P

The logistic function is convex, so an unique minimum exists and is the global minimum.
3.2.3 Support vector machine regression
An important supposition was done in order to solve the fusion problem in the two previous
method: F was supposed linear. This supposition might produce inaccurate results, if the
relation between one or more parameters and the resulting score is non linear (for example, a
cosinus shaped function).
-SVR: The goal of -SVR is to ﬁnd an approximation of the function F that has at most 
deviation from the training examples.
As shown in ﬁgure 3.2, margins arround the approximated function are minimized, with a
better approximation for the non linear approximation.
3.2.4 Multi-layer perceptron
Perceptrons are another way to model our unknown function F. A perceptron is an oriented
graph with two particular sets of nodes: input nodes and output nodes. In Multi Layer per-
ceptron (MLP), the nodes (or neurons) are disposed in layers, starting with the input layer and
ending with the output layer. Each node that does not belong to the input layer is connected
to the previous layer’s neurons. Each connection has a weight value associated with, all these
weights constituting the variables the system has to learn. Then, the activation level vi,j of the
ith neuron of the jth layer is computed as:
vi,j = f
 
X
k
wj,k,i × vk,j−1
!
f can be:3.2 Methods for score fusion 18
Figure 3.2: Linear and non linear regression, one dimension
• a threshold function
• a sigmoid
• ...
Figure 3.3: Simple multi-layer perceptron
Multiple variants of perceptrons exist on that same basis and are described by Haykin (1994).
In order to solve the fusion of n systems, a n input and 1 output MLP is built, each input neuron
accepting the value xi of a different input system and the output neuron producing the image
F(x). This perceptron is trained using the gradient backpropagation learning algorithm.
3.2.5 Support vector machine classiﬁcation
A different approach to our approximation problem is to the root problem: classiﬁcation. The
goal of SVM classiﬁcation is to discriminate target tests from non target tests in the score space.
As the latter methods did, the input space of the classiﬁer will be, for the fusion n systems, a n
component vector, each component valued by the score of the corresponding speaker veriﬁca-
tion system.19 Score Fusion
The principle of support vector classiﬁcation is to ﬁnd a linear separator between the two
provided classes. This separator has to maximize the margin between the separator, and the
training examples.
In order to solve non linear cases, a mapping function Φ is used. This function maps the input
space data into a feature space. This feature space has a potentially higher or inﬁnite dimension
in which a linear separator can be computed.
The distance in the feature space is computed using a dot product: Φ(x1).Φ(x2) This step is
in fact calculated in an implicit way, using the kernel trick: K(x1,x2) = Φ(x1).Φ(x2) Since the
kernel function K is deﬁned in the input space, this allows to manipulate with ease an higher
dimensional feature space. Usual kernel functions:
• linear: K(x1,x2) = x1.x2
• polynomial: K(x1,x2) = (γx1.x2 + v0)d
• radial basis function (RBF): K(x1,x2) = e−γ×|x1−x2|
2
Figure 3.4: Example of a 2D input space for the fusion of two systems
As shown in ﬁgure 3.4 a non-linear separator is found in the input space.
• Target tests are labelled in green.
• Non target tests are labelled in red.3.2 Methods for score fusion 20
As shown in the expression of the kernel functions, using a SVM classiﬁer for the fusion task
implies the tuning of multiple variables in the kernel functions.Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Signiﬁcation of the results
In this section we will present a method used in machine learning for system evaluation. The
usage of Detection Error Tradeoff curves (DET curves) is a way to study the behavior of a clas-
siﬁcation system for any application.
The object that has to be evaluated is a speaker recognition system. For a set of tests a sys-
tem provides us the corresponding scores. Those scores are real numbers, while the speaker
recognition system has to give a binary answer to the tests. So in order to produce those scores
for a particular application, a threshold has to be ﬁxed. Then, since we are in the development
phase of the system we use a set of key ﬁles describing an oracle for the input tests. Using this
information, two antagonist types of errors can be computed: the miss probability and the false
alarm rate. Given a particular threshold value, each test for which the score is lower than the
threshold is rejected, and each test for which the score is higher is accepted.
Miss probability: the miss probability, or false reject rate is the number of rejected clients
divided by the total number of clients. Since the target key ﬁle lists each target test, the number
of rejected clients can be computed.
Miss probability =
Number of rejected clients
Total number of clients
False alarm rate: the false alarm rate, or false acceptation rate is the number of accepted im-
postors divided by the total number of impostors. As for the target key ﬁle, the non target key
ﬁle provides a way for computing the number of accepted impostors.
False acceptation rate =
Number of accepted impostors
Total number of impostors
Those two indicators are antagonist in the idea that the higher the threshold goes, the fewer
tests are accepted, so the false acceptation rate goes down, and the false reject rate increases. On
the opposite side, the lower the threshold is, the more tests are accepted, that implies that the
false acceptation rate increases and that the false reject rate decreases.4.1 Signiﬁcation of the results 22
DET curve: A DET curve is the representation of the false reject rate in function of the false
acceptation rate. The ideal classiﬁer can provide an ideal score for both target and non target
tests. The ideal score is a binary response, independent from a threshold, with a nul false reject
rate and a nul false acceptation rate between the target score and the non target score. As a
consequence, the ideal DET curve would cleave to both of the positive axes as shown in the red
approximation of ﬁgure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: DET curve: ideal and usual curve
On ﬁgure 4.1, a more usual recognition system curve is visible in green. This curve allows to
present two particular points used to judge the system efﬁciency: DCF, and EER. A det curve
provides information upon how, given a variable threshold, a system behaves. But in fact ex-
treme cases are not interesting and the required accuracy is obtained near the Equal Error Rate.
As the name implies, this point is where both types of error rates, false acceptation or false reject
are equals. This means that a 4% equal error rate system, at this point does a wrong choice 4% of
the time. The lower this rate is , since it is an error rate, the more accurate a speaker recognition
system is. The second important point is based on real life considerations: usually, accepting an
impostor or refusing a client does not imply the same cost. This point is called Decision Cost23 Results
Function (DCF) minimum. The decision cost function takes two parameters, Ci and Cc that are
respectively the cost of an impostor acceptation and the cost of a client reject.
DCF = Ci × rFA × (1 − Ptarget) + Cc × rFR × Ptarget (4.1)
where rFA if the false acceptation rate, rFR is the false reject rate, and Ptarget the probability of
being a target test.
This function allows to take into account that accepting an impostor might cost more money
than rejecting a client. As a consequence, the DCF point is generally higher than the EER(i.e.
less false acceptations, but a more false rejects).
In order to explain the further experimental results, 3 indicators are available. The DET curve
allows to compare the accuracy of speaker recognition systems for any application. Then the
Equal error rate provides an estimation of the real performance of a system. But, ﬁnally, as it is
the criterion used in the NIST:SRE campaigns, the DCF minimum provides a comparison point
between systems for a speciﬁc application whereabouts.
4.2 Acoustic event selection methods
In this section, will be shown the results of the implementation we, Charles-Alban Deledalle
and I, created of the selection of acoustic events for speaker recognition evaluation. The work
was done in four interlaced parts:
• Implementation of the best algorithm.
• Implementation of the ﬁltering algorithm.
• Implementation of the characterizing algorithm.
• Parameter optimization for both methods.
The presentation of those results will be split into three subsections. The ﬁrst part will deal
with a general presentation of the M and K parameters used in the best algorithm. Then the
second subsection will present the characterization results, leaving the ﬁltering results for the
last subsection.
4.2.1 Impacts of the Parameters
Since the BEST algorithm is a common basis to the ﬁltering and characterization approach, the
two parameters K and M impacts are correlated in the two approaches. The selection algorithm
highlights particular acoustic events in the model space. The model space is deﬁned by the
client Gaussian mixture models and the world model. Those Gaussian mixture models are built
with a given number of Gaussians, typically 512 or 2048. As a consequence, since the K and M
parameters are number of Gaussians used for selection, their values must be between 1 and the
maximum number of Gaussians.
The K parameter: The K parameter is a sensibility tuner. In the best algorithm, its value
deﬁnes the activation notion for a set of Gaussians: given a cepstral vector x the K activated
Gaussians are the K highest likelihood Gaussians.
Figure 4.2 shows a representation of the impact of the K parameter upon the accuracy of the
system. From this ﬁgure two important points arise, too few Gaussians or too many Gaussians
as a selection set lowers the accuracy.4.2 Acoustic event selection methods 24
Figure 4.2: Impact of the K parameter on accuracy, GMM-512:
Figure 4.3: Impacts of the M parameter: accuracy on a GMM-512, computation time
One of the reason of this loss is that when too few acoustic events are considered activated
the frequency of activation for every Gaussian is low. A second reason is that when multiple
Gaussians react with a high likelihood for an input vector, too few of them might be counted as
activated.
Taking that into account, the computed activation frequency is biased. On the other side,
when too much Gaussians are counted as activated, (i.e. when the K activation parameter is
too close to the total number of Gaussians of our models) each activation frequency is high,
and no particular acoustic event can be selected properly. The K parameter has to be balanced
between a too strict criterion and a too wide criterion.
The M parameter The M parameter allows, for both the learning and testing tasks, to tune
the amount of information given to the classiﬁer. This parameter is deﬁned as the number of
acoustic events that are kept as the most frequently activated events.
Figure 4.3 present two different impacts of the M parameter: Accuracy and computation
time. As a direct application of its deﬁnition, the accuracy impact is an expected idea. The
experimental tests show that if too many acoustic events are suppressed in the selection process,
the support vector classiﬁer fails to provide an accurate decision. This observation is explained
by considering that a too low input space dimension prevents the classiﬁer from ﬁnding an
optimal separator. The second impact of the M parameter is on the computation time: the
number of selected events deﬁnes either the dimension of the space in which the classiﬁer has
to work, or the number of training examples. Figure 4.3 shows, for the ﬁltering method, the
impact of the M parameter: with a low value, the program terminates in a few minutes or even
in a few seconds. But as shown in the previous impact, a too low value provides inaccurate
results. While the M parameter increases, the computation time increases dramatically, going
up to multiple days. Furthermore, that M parameter has been a limiting factor in our test of the
characterizing method knowing that a M = 300 represents more than 600 hours of computing
on decent computers (p4D 3.2Ghertz).25 Results
4.2.2 Filtering results
Theﬁlteringapproachwastheﬁrstimplementedmethodtakingadvantageofthe BESTalgorithm.
Those results were obtained using linear and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels with sup-
port vector machine classiﬁers. The best result, with an equal error rate of 6.4% (ﬁgure 4.4) is
to compare to the reference system, that is a GMM-UBM model calculating scores with a like-
lihood ratio. The reference system has an equal error rate around 10% on the same training
data.
4.2.3 Characterization results
The characterization approach is exploring a new approach for classiﬁcation in the model space.
The selection of acoustic events given a set of data provides the characteristic information for
that set of data.
Figure 4.5 presents an equal error rate of 30%, this result is not competitive compared to the
10% reference system. But since the research of optimal parameters has been limited by time
considerations, we cannot assert that this score cannot be improved. Furthermore, since the
classiﬁcation approach is different from the usual systems, this characterization system might
be used along with other systems with fusion.
4.2.4 First conclusion: acoustic event selection
The selection of acoustic events has two different applications: a ﬁltering approach working on
the basis of a given identity, and a characterization approach. Those two approaches provided
different results, an efﬁcient classiﬁer in the case of ﬁltering, and an inaccurate classiﬁer with
characterization. But this last consideration has to be weighted: the ﬁrst approach was nothing
more than a selection of the Gaussian mixture means. That technique is close to the usual
utilization of support vector machines in speaker recognition evaluation.
On the contrary, the characterization method, that provides bad results alone, uses a different
approach. The most frequent events are selected on the three elements (client, impostors and
test segments) in order to isolate the most important characteristics. This approach, if not usable
alone, mightprovideagoodfusiblesystem, improvingthescoreofmostefﬁcientsystemswhere
the ﬁltering would not have gained much.
4.3 Fusion methods
4.3.1 Logistic regression
The logisitic regression implementation was Niko Brummer’s mathlab implementation (Brüm-
mer and du Preez (2006)) based on Tom Minka’s conjugate gradient. This implementation al-
lowed to successfully merge certain set of scores, as shown in Figure 4.6 achieving an absolute
gain of 1.78% in equal error rate. But a point is to consider, that this implementation, even if
it is producing good results on some tests, is numerically instable, and might compute invalid
results. As an example, Our reference test systems for fusion could not be fused.
A last point, is that this method is theoretically supposed to provide better results, so using
another implementation, or implementing the algorithm is a possibility to improve our fusion
systems.4.3 Fusion methods 26
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Figure 4.4: Filter approach results27 Results
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Figure 4.5: Characterization approach results4.3 Fusion methods 28
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Figure 4.6: Logistical regression, LRDE-1 to LRDE-329 Results
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Figure 4.7: Support vector machine regression, RBF kernel
4.3.2 Support vector machine regression
The support vector regression method allows to handle non linear cases with a ﬁxed  margin
for the approximation. This experiment was based on Chang and Lin (2001) ’s implementation
of support vector machines.
Figure 4.7 shows in blue the fusion of the red and green systems. The fused curve is cleaving
to the best of the two systems until it reaches the 2% false reject rate point. A good observation
is to see that the system is tuned to work on a particular point of operation. An explanation
to that behavior, is that the SVM was allowed to use high weights for the computed support
vectors and that the error costs were also given in parameter. As, the utilization of support
vector regression (either  or ν regression) was not a concluding approach. The underlying
idea to improve this method is to ﬁnd a way to chose properly the SVM parameters. For this
experimentation, a simple grid search in the parameter space was done.
4.3.3 Multi-layer perceptron
The multilayer perceptron fusion implementation is not yet mature, since it actually fails to
provide a robust fusion system. A robust system is such that it does outputs plausible numbers.
This implementation was based on the Fast Artiﬁcial Neural Network library.4.3 Fusion methods 30
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Figure 4.8: Support vector machine classiﬁcation, test systems, RBF kernel
4.3.4 Support vector machine classiﬁcation (SVC)
The support vector machine classiﬁcation provided the most efﬁcient fusion in this review. The
experimentation was done on two sets of scores: a ﬁrst test set we knew would give good fused
results and the LRDE systems’ scores. This experiment was based on Chang and Lin (2001) ’s
implementation of support vector machines.
Figure 4.8 shows that the SVC fusion behaves as expected given the good set of kernel pa-
rameters. Those parameters were found using a grid search in the parameter space. But, the
fact that fusion improves the general result of the systems is to weight with the expected result.
In fact, the provided scores for this test can achieve an optimal fusion with a 2% equal error rate
were we only attain 4%.
A second test was trying to apply the fusion to our LRDE systems presented in the former
NIST competitions. Figure 4.9 shows the results of the fusion of the LRDE-1, LRDE-2 and
LRDE-3 systems. As a result, the fusion improves the equal error rate and decision cost function
of our systems. But as observed with the test system, this fused score might not be optimal.
4.3.5 Fusion applied to the selection of acoustic events
Now that the results of various fusion systems have been presented, the remaining point of
this report is to apply the fusion to the LRDE systems and the acoustic event selection system.31 Results
Figure 4.9: Support vector machine classiﬁcation, lrde systems, RBF kernel
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Figure 4.10: Support vector machine classiﬁcation, selection ﬁltering system and lrde systems,
RBF kernel
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Figure 4.10 shows the results of a support vector classiﬁer used for this fusion task. The fused
systems were the scores that the LRDE presented for the NIST:SRE 2006 campaign. On this
ﬁgure, we can see that the equal error rate was not improved compared to the best system
which is the selection ﬁltering system. But, the picture shows that the performance of the fused
system is better than all the other systems near the decision cost function minimum. This allows
to conclude that for a given application, the fusion system is able to improve the behavior of the
systems.Chapter 5
Conclusion
This report was presenting different approaches for the speaker recognition task. The research
for this particular task is driven by a need for accuracy. In order to achieve this accuracy goal, a
comparison with the systems is done on the basis of the NIST:SRE campaigns.
Basing our work on the state of the art, a new technique for the discrimination of the speakers
was developed in the LRDE. This technique was involving the selection of acoustic events in
the Gaussian model means space. Thus, this selection required to compute of Gaussian mixture
models. This technique was applied in two different ways, a ﬁltering of the Gaussian mixture
models, and a characterization of the models. The ﬁltering method required the computation
of a world model and of client, impostors and test models. These models were ﬁltered for
classiﬁcation in order to produce a decision score. The second proposed approach was a char-
acterization approach: each data set (client, impostor and test) was characterized by a set of
acoustic events. Then the classiﬁcation scores were extracted from those characteristic sets.
The second part of this report was focusing on speaker recognition system fusion. For this
purpose, ﬁve methods of fusion were presented with their application to speaker recognition
systems. Those methods were mean squared error minimization, logistic regression, support
vector machine regression, support vector machine classiﬁcation and multi-layer perceptron.
The last part of this report was dedicated to a presentation and an analysis of the implemen-
tation of the previously presented techniques. In this part positive results for the ﬁltering of
selected acoustic events were presented with a 6.4% equal error rate. The second technique,
acoustic event characterization did not produce the expected results with a 30% equal error
rate. The second part of the result chapter presented the implementations of multiple fusion
techniques, providing score improvements with logistic regression and support vector classi-
ﬁcation. The other techniques, support vector machine regression, multi-layer perceptron and
mean squared error minimization did not have a mature implementation allowing to present
decent results. Then, as a concluding point for this report, the fusion of the ﬁltering acoustic
event system with the three LRDE Gaussian mixture model systems was shown. This fusion
showed that the accuracy was not improved for every application. But, as a positive point, the
DET curve was presenting an improvement near the decision cost function point. This result
implies that the ﬁltering method does improve the quality of the speaker recognition system.
Further research can be done on the fusion methods on multiple points. First, the implemen-
tation has to be ﬁnished for the methods with no presented results in this report. The second
point is that, on the working methods, the parameters used internally for this methods, sup-
port vector kernel parameters for example, could be tuned in order to achieve better accuracy.
Then, as a last point, the characterization method should provide interesting fusion results and34
should be used with the best fusion engine.Chapter 6
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